TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP43) plays a significant role in familiar and sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). The diverse postulated mechanisms by which TDP43 mutations cause the disease are not fully understood. Human wildtype and TDP43 S393L and G294V mutant spinal motor neuron cultures were differentiated from patient-derived iPSCs. Mutant hTDP43 and wildtype motor neuron cultures did not differ in neuron differentiation capacity during early maturation stage. During aging we detected a dramatic neurodegeneration including neuron loss and pathological neurofilament abnormalities only in TDP43 mutant cultures. Additionally mitochondria and lysosomes of aging spinal motor neurons revealed robust TDP43 mutation dependent abnormal phenotypes in size, shape, speed and motility which all appeared without TDP43 mislocalization or aggregation formation. Furthermore, D-sorbitol -known to induce stress granules and cytoplasmic mislocalization of TDP43 -rescued axonal trafficking phenotypes without signs of TDP43 mislocalization or aggregation formation. Our data indicate TDP43 mutation-dependent but cytosolic aggregation-independent mechanisms of motor neuron degeneration in TDP43 ALS.
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Introduction
Worldwide 2-4 of 100.000 people per year suffer from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) which is the most frequent variant of motor neuron disease with a survival time of 1-5 years after symptom onset. Motor neurons are the mainly affected cell type that undergoes degeneration and death in ALS (Ludolph & Sperfeld, 2005; Johnston et al., 2006) . Several gene mutations were found to cause familiar forms of ALS (fALS) of which the first identified were SOD1 (superoxide dismutase 1) gene mutations in 1993 (Rosen et al., 1993; Robberecht & Philips, 2013) . In 2006 mutations in TDP43 (TAR DNA binding protein, TARDBP) were identified to cause fALS as well as sporadic ALS but the pathophysiology caused by mutant TDP43 is still not fully understood (Neumann et al., 2006) . Most importantly, TDP43 is the main aggregating protein in sporadic ALS also being aggregated in some fALS forms (e.g. TDP43, C9ORF72) (Scotter et al., 2015) . However, TDP43-mediated pathophysiology appears to be mechanistically distinct from mutant SOD1 action (Mackenzie et al., 2007) .
Different mechanisms for TDP43 mutant pathology have been suggested. These include nuclear loss of function leading to transcription and splicing defects, toxic properties in the cytoplasm sequestering RNAs and RNA binding proteins and finally loss of axonal transport function with RNA granule transport deficiencies (Jovicic & Gitler, 2014) . The main focus has been drawn on pathological accumulation of cytosolic TDP43 (Han et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013) . Mutant TDP43 human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived neurons were reported to show elevated levels of soluble and detergent-resistant TDP43 protein and decreased survival in long-term
